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1.

(a)

Read the following passage and answer the questions.
Ancient India was an advanced knowledge society. Invasions and colonial rule
destroyed its institutions and robbed it of its core competence. Its people have been
systematically degraded to lower levels of existence. By the time the British left, our
youth had lowered their aims and were satisfied earning an ordinary livelihood. India
is a land of knowledge and must rediscover itself in this aspect to achieve the quality of
a developed nation.
(i)

How did India lose its competence?

(ii)

Why did the youth lower their aims?

(iii) How can India become a developed nation?

(b)

(iv)

In which lesson is this passage found?

(v)

Who is the author?

Read the text given below and then answer the questions that follow by choosing the
right answer.
Hearing that a zookeeper has managed to train a tiger to live in the same cage as a
goat, a man pays a visit to see if it’s true. Amazingly, the man finds the animals lying
next to each other. ‘How did you do this?’ he asks the keeper. ‘Is this a trick?’ ‘No’,
replies the zookeeper, ‘this has been going on for three months now. I don’t mind telling
you, though’, he confides, ‘we’ve had to replace the goat a few times.’
(i)

(ii)

The man visited the zoo because he wanted to ————————.
(A)

meet the zookeeper.

(B)

spend time with the tiger and the goat.

(C)

see the tiger and the goat living together.

(D)

see the tiger eat a goat.

‘We’ve had to replace the goat a few times’. This was because
(A)

the tiger and the goat were good friends.

(B)

the tiger got bored with the goat.

(C)

the hungry tiger ate up the goats put into the cage.

(D)

the goats grew afraid of the tiger.

(iii) By putting the tiger and the goat in the same cage, the zookeeper was —————
the public.

(iv)

(v)

2.

3.

(A)

deceiving

(B)

shocking

(C)

entertaining

(D)

informing.

Synonym for the word ‘replace’ is
(A)

Precede

(B)

forfeit

(C)

recover

(D)

change

Antonym for the word ‘replace’ is
(A)

restore

(B)

keep

(C)

receive

(D)

alter

Answer in about 100 words.
(a)

What is PT Barnum’s advice to people about savings?

(b)

What is Helen Keller’s plan for the first three days of sight?

(c)

Sketch the character of Edward Middleton.

(d)

What are the sources of knowledge?

Answer in about 200 words.
(a)

How did Gandhiji realize that it was his character that made a gentleman of him?

(b)

Summarize L.A. Hill’s advice to a person to become a successful writer.

(c)

What is the central theme of ‘The Drunkard’?
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1. (a)

Answer in about 100 words.
(i)

What is the immediate effect of the bird’s song on Keats?

(ii)

What is the connection between the river and the ocean?

(iii) Describe the lover as portrayed by Browning.
(b)

Explain the following :
(i)

And set the wall between us again.

(ii)

Like the weary rivers of the blood.
that bear the scum of ancient memories.

(iii) My whole heart rises upto bless.
your name in pride and thankfulness.
2.

3.

4.

Answer in about 200 words.
(a)

Critically appreciate, ‘Ode to a nightingale’.

(b)

Comment on the central theme of Dickinson’s prescribed poem.

(c)

Summarize the main ideas of ‘The Gift of India’.

Answer in about 200 words.
(a)

Bring out the appropriateness of the title ‘Ha’ penny’.

(b)

Comment on Tagore’s art of characterization in ‘Subha’.

(c)

Narrate in your own words the story of ‘The Lottery Ticket’.

Read the following passage and summarize it.
With the discovery of radium, fame came to the Curies - and they did not enjoy it. The two
great scientists had discovered a secret nature and later they were to make other discoveries
and give them to the world. And how did the world respond to them? By giving them the
things they had wanted the most? In fact, the only things they wanted were a good
laboratory, peace and quiet! Every day, they received letters inviting them to write articles
for the newspapers, to lecture at public meetings and even to give money to unknown
persons. Men from the newspaper offices in Paris came to their little home to take

photographs of everything, from their baby to their cat and to ask for their opinion on all
sorts of subjects. For the curies, all this was the most painful of experiences from which they
did their best to escape and never completely succeeded. It left its mark upon them. For
many years, when strangers stopped her on the streets to ask, “Aren’t you Madame Curie?”
Marie would answer in a cold voice mixed with fear, ‘No, you are mistaken’.
5.

6.

7.

8.

Write an essay:
(a)

Role of senior citizens in Indian Society.

(b)

Discipline

(c)

Manners maketh a man

Answer the following :
(a)

Write a report on the cultural fest in your college.

(b)

Write a report on the increase in crime rate in your city.

Use in sentences of your own.
(a)

broke down

(b)

gave in

(c)

Put up with

(d)

to pull through

(e)

Herculean task

(f)

lion’s share

(g)

bell the cat

(h)

apple of one’s eye

Answer the following :
(a)

Write dialogues between parents on what birthday gift to give their child.

(b)

Write a letter to your father requesting for extra money for the class excursion.

(c)

Write a letter to the principal of your college asking for a week’s leave to attend your
cousin’s wedding.

——————
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1.{Mìü…¨ ç³§éÅËMæü$ {ç³† ç³§éÆæÿ¦ ™é™èþµÆ>ÅË$ {ÐéÄæý$…yìþ.
(a)

A…«§æþ {ç³{MìüÄæý$ ¯èþ$…yæþ$ Æ>¶yæþ$ ÐèþË$Mæü… yæþÜç Ã{™èþµ™éç³{MìüÄæý*
Væü…«§æþ… _…^èþ$Mæü Ìôý§æþ$ Ò$Ææÿ$ Væü$Ææÿ$Ðèþ#ÌŒý M>Ææÿ$×ýÅ _™èþ$¢ÌŒý Ðèþ$¯ø
º…«§æþ$ÌŒý Ðèþ*¯èþ$ÅË$ Ðèþ*Mæü$¶ »ñý§æþªË$ Ðèþ$Ðèþ$$… »êsìý…_ Æÿ$* »êËMæü$“
{Væü…«§æþ…º$ÌŒý ^èþ¨Ñ…_ ±† Mæü$Ôèýº… V>¶ gôýíÜ Ææÿ„ìü…ç³Æóÿ!

(b)

Ðèþ*íÜ¯èþ `Ææÿ Væür$tMö°, Ðèþ˜¯èþÐèþ$$™øyæþ °ÆæÿçÜ¢ ¿æý*çÙÄñý$O
ÐéòÜ¯èþ Mæür$t Væüsìýt, °yæþ$ ÐéÍMæ MæüçÜ$¢Ç ç³r$t Ððþsìýt, ÌZü
V>íÜ†, `¶Mæüsìý…sìý Mæüyæþ Mæü…Mæüsìý ò³O fË§é…™èþ ^èþ…{§æþ Æóÿ
V> çÜ§æþ–Ô>…WÄñý$O ´÷ÆæÿÌñý V>Éæþ Ðèþ$¯øf ÑÚë§æþ Ðóþ§æþ¯èþ¯Œþ.

2.{Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü çÜ…§æþÆæÿÂ çÜíßý™èþ ÐéÅQÅË$ {ÐéÄæý$…yìþ.
A&¿êVæü…
(a)

^èþ§æþ$Ðèþ#ËÌZ Ðèþ$ÆæÿÃÐðþ$ËÏ f¨Ñ† ™èþ…{yîþ.

(b)

±Ðèþ# §æþÄæý$Væü¯öY¯èþ Mæü$…yìþ¯èþ °ËÓ¯óþÆæÿ$¢¯óþ

(c)

D Væü$×ý… »ôýË? ±Mæü$?

(d)

AÀÐèþ*¯èþÐèþ$$¶ Væü*ÇÃÄæý$$ ¯ðþ…§æþ$¶ »ZÄñý$¯ø!

B&¿êVæü…
(a)

‘‘¯é

Äñý$yæþ§æþ {Ððþ*yðþO¯èþ §æþ$íÜ¦†’’

(b)

‘_Ñ$Ã ÐðþO^ðþ¯èþ$ ™èþÆæÿ™èþÆ>Ë

(c)

°Æ>Ó™èþ ©ç³ gZÅ† ´ùÍMæü

(d)

¯é {º™èþ$ MöMæü çÜ$¯èþ², M>± ¯èþyæþ$¢çÜ$¯é²

_Ðèþ$Ã `MæürÏ ¯ðþËÏ’

3.{Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü çÜÐèþ*«§é¯èþ… {ÐéÄæý$…yìþ.
A&¿êVæü…
(a)
(b)

{ç³àÏ§æþ ^èþÇ{™èþ B«§éÆæÿ…V> & ´ù™èþ¯èþ MæüÑ™é È™èþ$Ë$ ™ðþË$µ¯èþ¨.
´ëÇgê™éç³çßýÆæÿ×ýÐèþ$$ÌZ çÜ™èþÅ¿êÐèþ$ ´ë{™èþ¯èþ$ Væü*Ça {ÐéÄæý$$Ðèþ$$.
B&¿êVæü…

(c)

}} {ç³†fq Q…yìþMæüÌZ° A¿æý$Å§æþÄæý$ MæüÑ™é Ë„æü×êÍ² ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.

(d)

‘‘BÆæÿ¢X™èþ…’’ ÝëÆ>…Ôèý…

{ÐéÄæý$$Ðèþ$$.
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1.{Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü çÜÐèþ*«§é¯èþ… {ÐéÄæý$…yìþ.
A&¿êVæü…
(a)

´ë¯èþ$Væü…sìý ËMîü‡ ¯èþÆæÿíÜ…àÆ>Ðèþ#V>Ç Ýëíßý™èþÅ õÜÐèþ¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ$¯èþ¨.

(b)

Æ>Äæý$Ë M>Ë… ¯ésìý A¯èþ²´ë±Äæý*Ë ÑÐèþÆ>Ë$ ™ðþËµ…yìþ.
B&¿êVæü…

(c)

§óþÐèþ#Ëç³ÍÏ Mæü–çÙ~Ô>íÜˆ V>Ç Ðèþ^èþ¯èþ Ææÿ^èþ¯é ÔðýOÍ° ÑÐèþÇ…ç³#Ðèþ$$.

(d)

Ðèþ$¯èþ$^èþÇ{™èþÌZ ò³§æþª¯èþV>Ææÿ$ ^óþíÜ¯èþ Ðèþ*Ææÿ$µË$ Væü*Ça {ÐéÄæý$…yìþ.

2.{Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü çÜÐèþ*«§é¯éË$ {ÐéÄæý$…yìþ.
(a)

çœ$…rÄæý$Å

(b)

MæüÐèþ$Ë

(c)

ç³#Ææÿ$Úù™èþ¢Ðèþ$Æ>Ðèþ#

(d)

çÜ$¿æý{§æþ

3.{Mìü…¨ Ðé°° Væü*Ça ÐéÅçÜ… {ÐéÄæý$…yìþ.
(a)

§óþÔèý ç³#ÆøVæü†ÌZ Äæý$$Ðèþ™èþ ´ë{™èþ.

(b)

Ðèþ*™èþ–¿êçÙÌZ Ñ§éÅ »Z«§æþ¯èþ BÐèþÔèýÅMæü™èþ.

(c)

AÑ±† °Ææÿ*ÃË¯èþ….

4.(a) (i)

{Mìü…¨ ç³§æþÅ ´ë§é°Mìü Væü×ý Ñ¿æýf¯èþ ^óþíÜ, bèþ…§æþçÜ$Þ¯èþ$ Væü$Ç¢…_, Äæý$†° õ³ÆöP¯èþ…yìþ.
ç³r$™èþÆæÿ ±† Ô>çÜˆ ^èþÄæý$ ´ëÆæÿVæü$¶ gôýòÜ§æþ ¯èþ…^èþ$ »êË$ ±
(ii)

(b)

(i)

{Mìü…¨ Ðé°Mìü Ýù§éçßýÆæÿ×ý…V> Ë„æü×ê°² ™ðþËç³…yìþ.
(1)

Ðèþ$™óþ¢¿æý…

(2)

Mæü…§æþ…

{Mìü…¨ ç³§æþÅ…ÌZ AË…M>Æ>°² ™ðþÍµ, Ë„æü×ý… ™ðþÍµ, çÜÐèþ$¯èþÓÆÿ$$…^èþ…yìþ.
‘‘MæüÐèþ$Ìê„æü$¯èþÇa…^èþ$ MæüÆæÿÐèþ$$Ë$ MæüÆæÿÐèþ$$Ë$’’

(ii)

{Mìü…¨ AË…M>Æ>ËMìü Ýù§éçßýÆæÿ×ý…V> Ë„æü×ý… ™ðþËµ…yìþ.
(1)

Eç³Ðèþ$ü

(2)

ÔóýÏçÙ.
———————
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1. Answer questions.
(a)

CÎma§ {bIV&

Sketch the character of Jeemutha Vahana as described by Sri Harsha.

Or_yVdmhZñ` erb§ nmÌ{MÌU§ Hw$éV?
(b)

Write the central idea of the Drama URUBHANGA.

D$é^“ ZmQ>H$ñ` àYmZ bú`§ {bIV&
(c)

Sketch the character of Duryodhana as described in Urubhanga.

Xþ`m}YZñ` erb§ nmÌ{MÌU§ Hw$éV?
(d)

Write the story of Sri Krishnasya Maitri.

"lrH¥$îUñ`_¡Ìr' B{V nmR>ç^mJ gmam§e§ {bIV&
2.

(a)

Describe how Viswamitra attained the status of Brahmarshi.

{dídm{_Ì: H$W§ ~«÷{f©: nX§ àmádÝV:? {deX`V&
(b)

Write the story of {^fOmo^f¡ Á`_²&

{^fOmo^f¡ Á`_² B{V H$Wm`m: gmam§e§ {bIV&
3.

Explain the following with reference to context.

ggÝX^ª ì`m»`mV&
(a)

_Ywa{_d dXpÝV ñdmJV§ ^¥“eãX¡:&

(b)

AÌ gd} _hmamOñ` {_Ìm{U Ed gpÝV&

(c)

gmÝÐrH¥$V§ Z`Z~ÝY{_X§ XYm{_&

(d)

ewHo$Z M nX§ gå_mZ{_X§ nR>çVo&

(e)

VmamJU§ n{VV_wÛhVrd ^y{_:&

(f)

gd©ñ`mä`mJVmo Jwé:&

(g)

nwÌeV{d_em Xþ:{IV§ g_mídmgm`&
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1. Write in brief note.

bKwQ>rH$m§ {bIV&
(a)

^ma{d&

(c)

n#mVÝÌ_²&

e§H$amMm`©:&

(b)
(d)

O`Xod:&

2. Define and illustrate Alankaras.

bú`bjU g_pÝdV§ Ab‘>mam{U {bIV&
(a)

AZÝd`:&

(c)

Cn_m&

AWm©ÝVaÝ`mg:&

(b)
(d)

C„oI&

3. Write the forms of the following Sabdas.

{Z{X©ï> {H«$`m{d^{º$fw eãXê$nm{U {bIV

4.

(a)

Ob_wH²$ (gá_r)

(c)

dmH²$ (V¥Vr`m)

(d)

_éV² (n#m_r)

(e)

{dÛg² (àW_m)

(f)

{H$_² (nw) (gá_r)

(g)

EVX²> (ór) ({ÛVr`m)

(b)

(h)

amOZ² (àW_m)

Añ_X²> (àW_m)

Write the forms the following adding the given terminations.

VÎm²ËàË``mZ² `moO{`Ëdm {bIV&
(a)

H¥$ - Vì`

(c)

ñ_¥ - º$dV²

(d)

J_² - Vw_Zw ²

(e)

Xm + ŠËdm

(f)

km + eV¥

(g)

Cn + J_² + ë`n²

(b)

nR²>$ - ë`n²

5.

Translate sentences into Telugu or English.

AmÝY«^mfm`m§ dm Am§½>b^mfm`m§ dm AZwdmXV&
(a)

Ah§ J¥h§ JÀN>m{_&

(b)

^aV: lram_ñ` ^«mVm&

(c)

Y_m} aj{V a{jV:&

(d)

ñdXoeo nyÁ`Vo amOm&

(e)

Ëd§ Hw$Ì dg{V ñ_&

(f)

g§ñH¥$V^mfm`_od dXVw&

(g)

`moJjo_dhmå`h_²&
——————
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1.

{ZåZ{b{IV nÚm§em| H$mo gàg§J ì`m»`m H$s{OE&
(a)

(i)

`h VZ {df H$s ~obar, Jwê$ A_¥V H$s ImZ&
grg {X`o Omo Jwê$ {_bo, Vmo ^r gñVm OmZ&&

(ii)

EH$ ^amogmo EH$ ~b, EH$ Amg {~ñdmg&
EH$ am_ KZí`m_ {hV, MmVH$ VwbgrXmg&&

(b)

(i)

"a{h_Z' Xo{I ~‹S>Zo H$mo, bKw Z Xr{OE S>m[a&
Ohm± H$m_ Amd¡ gwB©, H$hm H$a¡ Vadm[a&&

(ii)

H$ZH$-H$ZH$ Vo gm¡JZw r, _mXH$Vm A{YH$m`&
dm Im`o ~m¡am` OJ, `m nm`o ~m¡am`&&

(c)

(i)

H$m_ H$mo Amaå^ H$aHo$ `m| Zht Omo N>mSo‹ >Vo&
gm_Zm H$aHo$ Zht Omo ^ybH$a _w§h _mo‹S>Vo&&

(ii)

^JdmZ H$hVo h¢ ñd`§ hr, ^oX^mdm| H$mo VOo,
h¢ ê$n _oam hr, _wPo Omo gd©^Vy m| _| ^Oo&&

2.

H${dVm H$m gmam§e {b{IE&
(a) H$_©dra&
(b) h_mam ß`mam ^maVdf©&
(c) {^jwH$&
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1.

H${d H$m n[aM` Xr{OE&
(a) VwbgrXmg&
(b) _¡{WbreaU Jwá
(c) gmohZbmb {ÛdoXr&

2.

{df` na {Z~§Y {b{IE&

3.

4.

(a)

XÿaXe©Z&

(b)

{dÚmWu Am¡a amOZr{V&

(c)

ór-{ejm&

(d)

~oH$mar H$s g_ñ`m&

(e)

nwñVH$mb`&

gm{hË` {df` na {Z~§Y {b{IE&
(a)

Am{XH$mb H$s n[apñW{V`m± H$mo g_PmBE&

(b)

^{º$H$mb… {hÝXr H$m ñdU©-`wJ Ho$ ~mao _| {b{IE&

(c)

CnÝ`mg Ho$ {dH$mg na EH$ boI {bIH$a Cg_| ào_MÝX H$m ñWmZ ~VmB`o&

(d)

O`e§H$a àgmX H$m n[aM` Xr{O`o&

{ZåZ{b{IV JÚ H$m {hÝXr _| AZwdmX H$s{OE&
Most of us take life for granted. When we are in good health, death is unimaginable. Those
who can see and hear seldom make the fullest use of these blessed faculties. Their eyes and
ears take in all sights and sounds hazily, without concentration and appreciation.

——————
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1.

(a)

What are the origins of the Internet?
A…™èþÆ>jË… (C…rÆðÿ²sŒý) Äñý$$MæüP origins HÑ?

(b) What are some of the cultural and social implications of recent
developments in the Internet Technology?
CsîýÐèþË AÀÐèþ–¨®ç³Ææÿ^èþºyìþ¯èþ C…rÆðÿ²sŒý sñýM>²Íi (A…™èþÆ>jË Ýë…Móü†Mæü™èþ) Äñý$$MæüP Mö°² Ýë…{ç³§éÄæý$Mæü Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$
ÝëÐèþ*hMæü implications HÑ?
2. What is E-mail? How to create? Also state its significance.

GË{M>t°MŠü Ððþ$Æÿ$$ÌŒý A¯èþV>¯óþÑ$? §é°° H Ñ«§æþ…V> Ææÿ*´÷…¨…^ðþ§æþÆæÿ$? §é° Äñý$$MæüP {´ëÐèþ$$QÅ™èþ¯èþ$ Væü*Ça ™ðþË$µÐèþ$$.
3. State the Tags in the Head Section of an HTML page.

HTML õ³i Äñý$$MæüP Head Section ¯èþ…§æþ$ VæüË Tag Ë¯èþ$ Væü*Ça ™ðþË$ç³…yìþ.
4. What is Web Browsing? How does a Web Server Link physically on the

internet?
"Ððþ»Œý {»oh…VŠü' A¯èþV>¯óþÑ$? ¿o†Mæü…V> A…™èþÆ>jË… "Ððþ»Œý çÜÆæÿÓÆŠÿ' ¯èþ$ H Ñ«§æþ…V> Ñ…MŠü ^óþçÜ$¢…¨?
5. "Anchor Tag is most important Tag in HTML". Why?

HTML ÌZ "Anchor Tag" A¯èþ$¯èþ¨ A™èþÅ…™èþ Ðèþ$$QÅÐðþ$O¯èþ Tag' G…§æþ$ÐèþË¯èþ?

(DSIM21)

ASSIGNMENT-2
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022
Second Year
INTERNET AND MULTIMEDIA (IT)

MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1. How do we embed the script to an HTML page?

HTML õ³i™ø {íÜP‹³t¯èþ$ HÑ«§æþ…V> ´÷…§æþ$ç³Ææÿ^ðþ§æþÐèþ$$?
2. Explain FRAME and IFRAME Tags and Attributes.

FRAME Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ IFRAME Tags Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ Attributes Ë¯èþ$ Væü*Ça ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
3. Enumerate various features in Front Page for designing a web site.

"Ððþ»Œý òÜOsŒý' Front Page ¯èþ$ Ææÿ*´÷…¨…^èþ$rMæü$ V>¯èþ$ ÑÑ«§æþ Ë„æü×êË¯èþ$ ÑÔèý©MæüÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
4. (a)

What is multimedia?
Ðèþ$ÎtÒ$yìþÄæý* A¯èþV>¯óþÑ$?

(b) What factors came together to promote the development of
multimedia in India?
¿êÆæÿ™èþ §óþÔèý…ÌZ Ðèþ$ÎtÒ$yìþÄæý*¯èþ$ AÀÐèþ–¨®ç³Ææÿ^èþ$rÌZ MæüÍíÜ Ðèþ_a¯èþ M>ÆæÿM>Ë$ HÑ?
5. What is Graphics? How has cross-border Satellite revolutionised the

graphics scenario in India?
"{V>íœMŠüÞ' A¯èþV>¯óþÑ$? ¿êÆæÿ™èþ§óþÔèý…ÌZ {V>íœMŠü íÜ¯éÇÄñý*¯èþ$ H Ñ«§æþ…V> {M>‹Ü »ZÆæÿtÆŠÿ ÝësìýÌñýOsŒý ÇÐèþË*ÅçÙ¯óþgôýçÙ¯Œþ ^óþíÜ¯èþ¨?
–––––––––––––

(DSDMS21)
ASSIGNMENT-1
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
Second Year
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM – II (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
What are the major advantages and disadvantages of DBMS?
DBMS Äñý$$MæüP Ðèþ$$QÅÐðþ$O¯èþ {ç³Äñý*f¯èþÐèþ$$Ë$ Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ ¯èþçÙtÐèþ$$Ë$ HÑ.
2. Explain the terms primary key, candidate key and super key. Give
an examples for each key.
[ò³OÐèþ$Ç Mîü, candidate Mîü Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ super key A¯èþ$ç³§æþÐèþ$$Ë¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ. {ç³† JMæü key ËMæü$
E§éçßýÆæÿ×ýË$¯èþ$ CÐèþÓ…yìþ.
3. Explain about functional dependencies and normal forms.
çœ…„æü¯èþÌŒý yìþò³…yðþ±ÞË$ Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ ¯éÆæÿÃÌŒý ¸ëÆŠÿÃüÞ Væü$Ç…_ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
4. Describe about domain constraints and referential integrity.
Domain Mæü¯Œþ{çÜtÆÿ$$…sŒýÞ Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ ÇçœÆðÿ°ÛÄæý$ÌŒý C…sìý{Wsìý Væü$Ç…_ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
5. Explain object structure in object oriented database.
A»ñýjMæü$t KÇÄæý$…r$yŠþ yóþsê»ôý‹Ü ÌZ VæüË A»ñýjMæü$ °Æ>Ã×ýÐèþ$$¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
1.

(DSDMS21)
ASSIGNMENT-2
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
Second Year
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM – II (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
Explain about inheritance and multiple inheritance of object relational database.
A»ñýjMæü$t ÇÌôýçÙ¯èþÌŒý yóþsê»ôý‹Ü Äñý$$MæüP inheritance Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ Ðèþ$Ítç³#ÌŒý
inheritance Væü$Ç…_
ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
2. Explain classification of Physical storage media.
íœhMæüÌŒý ÝùtÆóÿh Ò$yìþÄæý* Äñý$$MæüP ÐèþÈYMæüÆæÿ×ý¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
3. What are the differences between static hasting and dynamic
hashing?
Static hasting Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ dynamic hashing Ë Ðèþ$«§æþÅ ÐèþÅ™éÅÝëË$ HÑ?
4. What is serializability and recoverability?
íïÜÇÄæý$ÌñýOf¼Ísîý Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ ÇMæüÐðþÆæÿ¼Ísîý A¯èþV>¯óþÑ$?
5. Explain Two-phase locking protocol.
Two-phase locking {´ùsZM>ÌŒý ¯èþ$ ÑÐèþÇ…^èþ…yìþ.
–––––––––––––
1.

(DSOS 21)
ASSIGNMENT-1
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
Second Year
OPERATING SYSTEM (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1.

What is operating systems? Explain the functions of operating

system.
2.

Is a process equivalent to a job? Can you think of a system design

in which they are equivalent? In which they are not equivalent?
3.

What is Memory Management? Explain the four basic functions of

memory management.
4.

List out the classical problems of Synchronization with suitable

examples.
5.

What is virtual memory? Enumerate future trends in memory

manament.

(DSOS 21)
ASSIGNMENT-2
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
Second Year
OPERATING SYSTEM (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1.

(a)

Explain the memory hierarchy with reference to their cost,

speed and site.
(b) What is Thrassing? How to overcome?
2.

Describe the word device management. Also explain in the basic

functions of device management.
3.

Write

a

note

on

device

characteristics

and

hardware

considerations.
4.

What is encryption? How to explain the fundamentals of

encryption authentication habher?
5.

What is security attacks? Also describe various counter measures

on security attacks.

–––––––––––––––

(DSMIS 21)
ASSIGNMENT-1
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
Second Year
MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1.

What is Management Information System? Also state its origin

and significance.
2.

What is system development strategic planning? What are the

things involved in it?
3.

Write a note on data normalizaion. Also state its ingredients.

4.

What are the important points to be kept in mind while modelling

entity life cycle?
5.

What is logical model design? What is physical model design?

Explain in detail.

(DSMIS 21)
ASSIGNMENT-2
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2022.
Second Year
MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS (IT)
MAXIMUM MARKS :30
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
1.

Explain data entry hardware? What is its role in Management

Information System?
2.

Explain the concept of Object Oriented Programe. Also state its

essentials.
3.

Elucidate the word quality. List out various issues to be

considered in Quality Assurance Testing.
4.

Enumerate the major and basic functions of information system

management.
5.

Describe the word project management. How small companies

realize the benefits of project management.

–––––––––––––––

